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Service Offerings and Capabilities



Adobe Experience CloudTrantor Digital Services 

The Digital Experiences have evolved significantly and  they 
continue to expand. Businesses and marketers are 
constantly stressing on the value of customer experience.



In today’s business scenario, the idea of better user 
experience has become highly important and teams across 
marketing, advertising, sales, & executive, are recognizing 
the value of better user experience to drive sales and boost 
conversions resulting in higher ROI. Organizations need to 
forge stronger connections with their customers, for brand 
loyalty and growth.



As an Adobe Solution Partner, we provide the expertise and 
the resources to manage, consult and analyze all aspects of 
the Adobe Experience Cloud for organizations, so that you 
can make better use of features such as online and offline 
data activation, consumer buying and delivering 
personalized experiences across various digital platforms.

Adobe Experience Cloud which was formerly known as 
Adobe Marketing Cloud is a perfect blend of integrated 
digital marketing and web analytics solutions by Adobe. AEC 
provides AI-driven solutions for analytics, marketing, 
advertising, commerce, and lots more in a comprehensive 
set of user experience apps and services.

Tangible Business Impact 

18% Operational Productivity Gains

18% Customer Acquisition and Technology Cost Savings

64% Bottom Line Growth

Service Offerings

Discovery & Consulting

Audit & Assessment

UX Design 

Migrations

Integrations & Implementations 

Optimize and Manage 

Measurement & Insights

Reporting

Audience Curation & 

Activations

By 2021 more than 40% of all data analytics projects will relate to an aspect of customer experience. (Gartner)
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What We Offer 

Adobe Target
Personalized marketing 
experience delivered 

Adobe Experience Manager
A comprehensive content 
management solution

A full spectrum of Adobe Experience Cloud services to unleash more leads, enhanced sales, and higher productivity

Adobe Audience Manager
Engage the right 
audience




Adobe Analytics
Be smart with your 
marketing data

Adobe Launch
Implement all your marketing 
effort from a single platform




Adobe Campaign
Orchestrate all digital 
campaigns on the go

Why Us

Increasing customer retention rates by 5% increases profits by up to 95%. (Bain & Company)


Adobe Solution Partner



Senior talent, that’s individually certified



Global experience (multi-lingual, 
multi-country, multi-brand)



Direct access to a responsive team



Strong process and detailed documentation



Ability to solve complex challenges — and 
push the limits of Adobe Experience Cloud



Focus on driving Insights + Action

Success Stories 
Improved ‘Form’ initiation rate for hero product, leading to increased monthly leads



Optimized buyer journey, resulting in growth in orders with a tangible spike in 
revenue



Devised quick win digital strategies by analysis, targeting, & product positioning



Lowered the media spend by 20%, maximizing reach & awareness campaigns 
frequency



Increased ROAS by 23% for conversion-oriented campaigns by sharper audience 
curation using AAM features



Reduced the development times for various test plans



Increased the conversions, including direct revenue and indirect revenue



Improved the performance of Adobe Target as a direct result of our migration effort



Contact us & Start the Conversation
sales@trantorinc.com


+1 (650) 646 7818

www.trantorinc.com


Client Testimonials

Loyal customers are seven times as likely to test an offering and five times as likely to buy again. (Temkin)

“

“Just calling it "delivering value" would be an understatement as 
far as our Trantor relationship is concerned. The Trantor team 
under Rajat have certainly done an amazing job in delivery and 
gaining trust with a very high bar put forth by my team. There's a 
sense of comradery and partnership between the teams that's 
providing major value to EDO

- Director - Digital Optimization 

+

ProfessionalsGlobal Centers

+

CoE Engagements On-Time Deliveries

%

Corporate Office 
Trantor Inc.3723 Haven Avenue,Suite 107,119,120


Menlo Park,CA 94025

Need an expert to help you implement, customize and optimize 
Adobe products?

Key Industries We Cater To

Consumer Goods



B2B Direct



Life Sciences



Healthcare



Telecom



High Tech

Automotive



Banking



Financial Services



Media



Government


